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From handcraft to integrated print shops.
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Intelligent workflows improved your performance.
Even though you’re loosing money again.
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The »perfect« print shop from the perspective of outdated software architecture.
The print shop in real, complex processes.
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Why JDF/JMF?
Why JDF/JMF? - Management Dream

No effort and everthing will work out fine!
Why JDF/JMF? - Real world

- less effort because the base communication and structure is defined.
- customization is still needed
- faster implementation
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Why still customization?

Job submission to a digitalpress

- JobID
- Substrate
- JobTemplate
- PrintFile
- Stackingparams
- Finishingparams
- ...

"symphony workflow manager® consulting solutions it solutions prepress solutions"
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Summary

- JDF helps to have the connection
- No need for talking with vendors on terminology
- Still the need to understand the process that you want to manage
- Customization yes
- Less effort compared to an individual interface
Connecting Anything to Symphony

successful JDF Integration Projects
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The world of print has been updated to 4.0. Expand your possibilities.
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